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IT is with a certain amount of trepidation that I 
once again broach the subject of Certificates of 
Compliance (CoCs) and the thorny issue regarding 
the interpretation of that which is ‘plugged in’. 

It is a subject that should, at the very least, be 
understood by Registered Persons who have 
some knowledge of the SANS 10142-1 standard.

Over the past few weeks, I have come across a 
number of CoCs that have contained statements 
under Section 3 of the Test Report, which assert 
that “anything that is plugged in to the installation 
does not form part of the installation”.  

This statement is bewildering especially when 
one considers the methodology behind the SANS 
10142-1 standard and, indeed, the safety require-
ments that are prescribed by legislation.

Whilst prudent Registered Persons would 
certainly take necessary care when inspecting 
an installation, the generality of the statement, 
“… anything that is plugged in to the installation 
does not form part of the installation”, is extremely 
dangerous.

When examining the extent of an electrical 
installation, which is clearly defined as being 
“from a point of control to points of consump-
tion”, it is necessary to take into account the entire 
definition: 
Electrical installation 
Machinery, in or on any premises, that is used for 
the transmission of electrical energy from a point 
of control (see 3.56) to a point of consumption (see 
3.55) anywhere on the premises.

At this point I would like to pause and look at 
the definition of a ‘point of consumption’: 
Point of consumption
Point of outlet …
Well, that’s that then; a point of consumption is a 
point of outlet. 
Let’s now look at the definition of ‘a point of 
outlet’: 
Point of outlet
Termination of an electrical installation, which has 
been provided for connecting any electrical machin-
ery without the use of a tool … 

And this is a socket outlet! Right, case closed … 
or is it? Not quite. Those who mistakenly believe 
that premise (that “anything that is plugged in to 
the installation does not form part of the instal-
lation”) indeed regard anything that may now be 
plugged in to this point of outlet (a socket outlet) 
does not form part of the electrical installation 
and can therefore be ignored.

The ‘plugged in’ premise and compliance
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This is where one hopes that competence 
would prevail over generalisations or hearsay. 

However, if this was the intent behind the 
standard, essentially one could connect an entire 
installation to a plug top and connect it to a point 
of outlet at the point of control and trash the 
standard altogether. There would be no need 
for electricians or Registered Persons or even a 
standard that would ensure the safety of people 
and property.

Well, when one looks at the principles behind 
the standard, it is clear that the aim of this part 
of SANS 10142 is to ensure that people, animals 
and property are protected from hazards that can 
arise from the operation of an electrical installa-
tion under both normal and fault conditions.

Looking at this fundamental principle it 
becomes important to go back to look further 
into the definition of an electrical installation (as 
detailed above), but not to stop at the ‘point of 
consumption’. The definition goes further: 

… point of consumption anywhere on the prem-
ises including any article that forms part of such an 
installation, irrespective of whether or not it is part of 

the electrical circuit …
It is this part of the definition that requires 

further understanding as it clearly identifies “any 
article that forms part of such an installation”. It is 
clear that any moveable appliance – that is an 
appliance that does not require the use of tools to 
move it to another location – would not be an ar-
ticle that would be regarded as forming part of an 
installation. Where we are dealing with fixed ap-
pliances, however, these appliances are regarded 
as such articles, and it becomes necessary to look 
further into the standard.

The ‘plugged in’ article that forms part of the 
installation invariably utilises the socket outlet as 
a switch disconnector and this brings that aspect 
of the standard into play. In looking at switch 
disconnectors therefore, it is clear that a socket 
outlet may be used as a switch disconnector, but 
conditionally … 
6.16.1.3 
The power supply to every fixed appliance, except 
luminaires, shall be supplied through
a) A disconnecting device that disconnects both live 
conductors in a single-phase supply and all phase 

conductors in a multiphase supply,
or 
b) a socket-outlet that is directly accessible at all 
times that any person is exposed to such appliance 
while the supply is on.
Furthermore;
6.16.1.5 
The disconnecting device shall be positioned 
a) Within 1.5 m from the appliance …
and
6.16.1.6 
A socket-outlet shall supply only one fixed appliance. 
The use of flexible cords of length exceeding 3 m 
is not recommended. The reason for this recom-
mendation is an endeavour to ensure operation of 
the overcurrent protective device. (See 6.14.1.4 for 
luminaires.)

It therefore becomes evident that although the 
appliance itself does not form part of the electri-
cal installation, the relationship between the 
appliance and its switch disconnector as well as 
the wiring to the appliance (in most cases flexible 
cord) needs consideration and competence to 
ensure compliance.

GARRY Lumpe Imports has introduced a new quality 
product from Knipex – a German manufacturer of profes-
sional tools that has been an independent, owner-man-
aged family company for four generations. “As soon as you 
pick up the Knipex ratchet cable cutter, you know you are 
handling a quality, German precision-engineered tool,” 
says Garry Lumpe. 

The ratchet cable cutter cuts through steel wire ar-
moured cables with diameters of up to 45 mm to  
380 mm² (for example, 4 x 95 mm²) using a one- or two-
handed operation. The tool is sturdy yet light – weighing 
only 800 g – and its compact design – 315 mm in length 
– makes it easy to use and ideal for working in confined 
spaces. 

“The precision-ground blades and induction hardened 
cutting edges cut smoothly and neatly without crushing 
the cable,” says Lumpe. “Made with high-grade special tool 
steel that has been forged and oil-hardened, the cutter’s 
innovative design offers a high leverage, three-stage 
ratchet-drive,” explains Lumpe.

Enquiries: +27 11 396 4065

Steel wire armoured cables  
no problem for precision  
cable cutter

Magnet hosted a function at the 
company’s eco-friendly head office in 
Durban recently to mark the launch 
of the SLV range and to introduce 
SLV’s 2016 catalogue to leading 
architects, developers and interior de-
signers. Seen at the launch are: Lyndi 
Roberts (senior marketing manager, 
Magnet Group); Brian Howarth 
(managing director, Magnet Group); 
Ava Fellner-Feldegg (marketing, SLV 
Germany); Robert Fellner-Feldegg 
(CEO and managing director, SLV 
Germany); Andreas Wrbka (regional 
sales manager, SLV Germany); and 
Andreas Hartmann (managing 
director, Netzloesungen Germany). 
SLV luminaires are designed in Ger-
many to meet stringent international 
quality and safety specifications 
– and Magnet has been appointed 
exclusive distributors in South Africa 
for SLV’s range of energy efficient 
lighting products.
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Exclusive distributor for German-designed energy efficient lighting  
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